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P2Pvalue Consortium 

 
 
  
 

 
 

Project objectives  

● Development of a software platform 

○ Understand, experiment with, design and build a collective intelligence techno-social          

federated collaborative platform that will foster the sustainability of communities of           

collaborative production. 

○ Deploy several customised nodes of the federated platform in which real-world          

communities will interact, participate, and collaboratively create content. 

 

● Theory and Policy 

○ Develop CBPP theory, based on multidisciplinary and multi-method research on CBPP,           

and determine the factors for success, productivity, and resilience in communities           

(“best practices”). 

○ Develop a set of value metrics and reward mechanisms that incentivise the            

participation of citizens in CBPP. 

○ Simulate the new sustainability models proposed, showing how robust they are in the             

face of diverse community conditions. 

○ Verify the compatibility of the proposed models with innovation policies and provide a            

series of policy recommendations for public administrations to encourage CBPP-driven          

social innovation. 

 

● Data and Resources 

○ Provide a directory of existing CBPP communities, together with their main           

characteristics. 

○ Maintain an open web-based CBPP archive, with the collected data-sets, surveys,           

reports, Open Educational Resources and open-access publications, freely available to          

other researchers and third-parties under an open copyleft license. This includes a            

project public repository with all code available as free/open source.     
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Introduction 

This document presents a transversal analysis of the design guidelines proposed in WP1. These              

guidelines constitute the basis against which to test the proposed features and value propositions for               

the P2Pvalue software platform. Following this preliminary assessment, more work will be undertaken             

in order to come up with new and more refined value propositions, and eventually with a set of                  

technical specifications about the manner in which these features should be implement in the P2Pvalue               

platform (Deliverable 2.2). 

Objectives 

The objective of this document is to support the work of the development team (UCM) by identifying                 

whether and how the guidelines identified in WP1 can be fleshed out into “value propositions” (i.e. the                 

actual value or features provided by the application to its users) that respond to the needs of CBPP                  

communities in terms of value creation and collaborative production —while making sure that these              

features are in line with the underlying principles that the guidelines are meant to promote.  

In addition to the mandatory guidelines concerning the technical infrastructure of the P2Pvalue             

platform (decentralized architecture, privacy and encryption, modularity and integration), the          

consortium has selected an additional set of guidelines which were regarded as critical —in the short                

term— for the purpose of software development.  

These guidelines can be classified in the following categories: 

● Technical considerations 

● Proposed attributes for community governance 

● Proposed value metrics & rewards 

● Legal considerations 

These analyses, in conjunction with the modelling task of Task 2.2, are meant to substantiate the                

guidelines with more empirical information, which has been collected through data collection and             

analysis (UAB), surveys (UAB, P2PF), ethnographic research (UNIMI) and more theoretically           

techno-legal analysis (CNRS). This will support the process of identifying which features and value              

propositions are the most desirable for the P2Pvalue platform, in terms of infrastructure design,              

technical features, governance model, sustainability strategy, value metrics and reward mechanisms.           

These analyses will also provide a preliminary set of recommendations about the best way to implement                

these features to ensure the techno-legal viability and long-term sustainability of CBPP communities.             

Given our lean approach to software development, these recommendations have been provided at an              

early stage, throughout the course of the project, to enable WP3 to start implementing them, without                

waiting for the final selection and formal specifications (Deliverable 2.2).  
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Lean process 

Based on the findings of WP1, Deliverable 1.3 (Design Guidelines) provided a set of general principles                

and guidelines that would inform the design and development of the P2Pvalue platform. For the               

purpose of Task 2.1, the consortium has identified the main principles and guidelines that should be                

accounted for when assessing the viability of each proposed feature and value proposition. Based on the                

outcomes of the ethnographic studies undertaken by UNIMI and the repeated communications with the              

testbed communities with a view to identifying their actual problems and needs, we have worked               

together as a consortium in order to come up with a series of features and value propositions intended                  

to respond to these problems and fulfill these needs. Each one of these features has subsequently been                 

either discarded or validated, subject to the following process: 

● UNIMI has analysed the test-bed communities through digital and physical ethnographic           

methods, in order to identify the tools currently used by each community, as well as their                

corresponding problems and needs. 

● UCM has been in touch with the test-bed communities over the course of the project, to test the                  

value propositions with community members and identify those that should be dropped or             

kept.  

● UAB was in charge of further analysing the database elaborated as part of WP1 for additional                

correlations and extra information related to the various value propositions identified by the             

consortium and validated by UCM. 

● P2PF was in charge of investigating the viability of the proposed features and value propositions               

by testing them against the general principles shared amongst different CBPP communities            

—such as individual autonomy, equality, solidarity, commitment to openness, privacy, freedom           

of expression, etc— as identified through the surveys carried out in the framework of WP1. 

● CNRS was responsible for gathering together all information provided by the other partners. It              

was in charge of checking the technical feasibility of each proposed feature and value              

proposition (along with UCM), assessing them for consistency with the law and general             

principles shared amongst different CBPP communities, as well as testing them against the             

selected principles and guidelines from Deliverable 1.3. 

Accordingly, the development of the P2Pvalue platform follows both a top-down and bottom-up             

approach. The bottom-up approach reflects the preferences of actual CBPP communities, which have             

been identified through our empirical studies —i.e. the data collection, the ethnographic analysis of the               

testbed communities and the multiple interviews or surveys with a range of CBPP communities. The               

top-down approach is dictated by the underlying agenda of the consortium as a whole —i.e. our                

intention to promote individual autonomy, privacy and other civil liberties or fundamental rights—             

which is  informed by the theoretical analysis and techno-legal research undertaken by the CNRS.  

This document summarize our attempts at finding the point where these two approaches intersect, the               

point where our technological principles or guidelines are effectively substantiated with real user needs.              

It aggregates the recommendations provided by each partner (Deliverable 1.3) and tests them against              

the information retrieved from actual CBPP communities, in order to come up with a series of features                 

or value propositions that would inform the development of the P2Pvalue platform.  
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Technical considerations 

This section present the key technical considerations that must be accounted for during the              

course of development of the P2Pvalue platform and analyses the extent to which these principles               

should be reflected within specific technical features to be incorporated within the P2Pvalue platform.  

As opposed to the other design guidelines which emerged from the empirical analysis, the need for                

decentralization, privacy / encryption, and modularity are three core design principles that have been              

held to constitute the basic prerequisite of the P2Pvalue platform since the beginning of the project. We                 

decided to validate or substantiate them with both empirical and theoretical analyses, to find out               

whether (and how) these three principles are effectively felt and recognized by real-world             

communities. 

The investigation related to the extent to which these principles are being understood by CBPP               

communities and the manner in which they have been expressed into specific preferences or              

community needs. Following the lean development process, the research has been undertaken on an              

on-going basis by most of the consortium partners: through the data collection of UAB, the               

ethnographic studies undertaken by UNIMI within the testbed communities, the surveys of the P2P              

Foundation and the additional interviews carried on by UCM with various CBPP communities.  

Interestingly, neither the comprehensive overview of currently existing CBPP platforms, nor           

the more direct engagement with CBPP communities (via surveys and interviews) allowed us to validate               

these guidelines with empirical data. We did not identify an actual propensity by CBPP communities to                

favor federated or decentralized architectures over more centralized ones. While many communities            

recognized a need for freedom and autonomy, only a minority of them have actually acted upon these                 

needs. Similarly, when interviewed with regard to the question of privacy, integration and modularity,              

most community members preferred to value functionality and usability more.  

Thus, in addition to these empirical studies, CNRS carried out research to come up with a                

broader understanding of the social impact and policy implications of these three design choices. We               

came to the conclusion that the needs for decentralization, privacy and modularity lie at the bottom of                 

the hierarchy of needs: these needs only come at a later stage, after the more basic needs for                  

functionality and usability have been satisfied. As a result, most commercial solutions focus primarily              

on the needs which are the most pressing, or the most likely to be recognized by community members                  

—to the detriment of more fundamental (but less apparent) benefits that can be derived from a                

platform infrastructure that is more respectful of individual rights and fundamental freedoms. 

As an EU-funded project, it is our duty to develop a platform that promotes decentralization,               

privacy and modularity —notions which are currently not properly accounted for by the market,              

because commercially less relevant. With P2Pvalue, we intend to design a platform that responds to the                

apparent needs of communities in terms of functionality and usability, while also respecting             

fundamental values such as privacy and freedom of expression. To the extent that such a platform is at                  

least as functional and as user-friendly than its commercial counterparts, communities might not only              

decide to adopt it, but also consider shifting away from the current (centralized) platforms they use.  
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1. Decentralized architecture 

One of our main underlying hypotheses for P2Pvalue is that decentralized architectures are a              

desirable feature for privacy, autonomy, resiliency and sustainability. In order to confirm and validate              

this hypothesis, we investigated the type of platforms deployed by CBPP communities, along with the               

underlying reasons why a community would choose one type of architecture over another. The              

investigation has been undertaken simultaneously by multiple partners of the consortium: UAB            

through data collection and statistical analysis, UCM with a series of interviews to CBPP communities,               

and UNIMI by means of specific ethnographic studies within our five testbed communities.  

It emerged from the interviews undertaken by UCM that it is common for CBPP communities to                

express a desire to collaborate with other communities. As communities scale and become more              

mature, the number of interactions and the amount of exchanges with participants from other              

communities becomes more pressing. The need for interoperability between different communities           

requires the creation of spaces where delegates from different communities can meet and discuss their               

respective goals, strategies or challenges, and to identify possible forms of cooperation without having              

to forego some of the distinctive characteristics which define each and every community. 

A federated architecture encourages new forms of distributed collaboration, by easing           

communication between multiple communities which are not connected to the same server. Thanks to              

the federation model, CBPP communities can communicate and interoperate with other communities            

without foregoing their internal management and information systems. Yet, in order to operate             

properly, federated infrastructures require interoperability at the protocol level. Although different           

CBPP communities are entitled to deploy their own server implementations, information can effectively             

be shared between different servers only insofar as they each implement that very same protocol.  

However, work in WP1 has shown that most commons-based communities operate by means of              

centralized structures (77.5% of investigated cases), with only a small percentage of communities             

relying on decentralized peer-to-peer architectures (5.5%) or federated models (3.3%). Platforms relying            

on a federated model include popular platform such as Kune, Identi.ca, or Diaspora— where each node                

is responsible for setting up, managing and maintaining its own servers. While every community has an                

ideological preferences for decentralization, the intensity of such preference varies from one            

community to the other.  

Some communities, like OKFN, are strongly committed to using a decentralized architecture,            

whereas others, such as WeMake, are not particularly committed to that ideology; they mainly rely on                

peer-to-peer principles as a marketing strategy to build up their brand and reputation. While most               

CBPP communities value decentralization at the theoretical level, in practice, only a few of them               

actually use decentralized tools, even when they come at the cost of usability and comfort. For internal                 

communication, the most popular tools are those provided by Google (Google mail, Google docs, Google               

calendar), along with other project management or task delegation tools such as Doodle, Eventbrite,              

Etherpad, Wiki platforms, Basecamp.com, or Github. For external communication, most communities           

rely on Twitter, Facebook, Youtube and Wordpress. 
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According to UNIMI’s findings, one of the main reasons why CBPP communities still rely on               

centralized platform infrastructures is because of the technical difficulties that a decentralized            

infrastructure entails. Peer-to-peer networks are difficult to implement into practice, because they            

require ways of coordinating a large number of peers interacting with one another in a dynamic and                 

often unpredictable way. Thus, many CBPP communities opted for more centralized architectures that             

provide better management and more efficient coordination through a central authority which            

everyone can refer to. The advantage of centralized platforms is that they facilitate collaboration              

between disparate groups of people that would otherwise have a hard time coordinating themselves              

(because of either scale or lack of proper coordination mechanisms). These platforms also serve the               

purpose of establishing trust among users or groups of users that do not engage into sufficiently                

frequent and repeated interactions. On the flipside, however, centralized platforms also enable            

operators to accumulate large amounts of (personal) data and potentially extract value from the              

collection, processing and redistribution thereof. 

Conversely, decentralized peer-to-peer networks are much more complicated, they require          

finer coordination and are generally more expensive (in terms of both bandwidth and computing              

resources); although they are much more likely to respect (and protect) civil liberties and fundamental               

rights than their centralized counterparts. Yet, the flipside of decentralized architectures is that,             

although less likely to be subject to centralized control, they suffer from an important drawback that                

might ultimately impinge upon users’ privacy. Indeed, if the price of centralization is trust —since one                

needs to trust the centralized party to act in compliance with privacy rights— decentralization comes at                

the costs of transparency —as coordination amongst a distributed network of peers can only be               

achieved through the disclosure of everyone’s interactions. Hence, while decentralized architectures           

can provide more privacy at the content layer (insofar as content is properly encrypted), they often do                 

not protect themselves against the analysis of metadata. To the extent that anyone is free to collect,                 

analyse and process metadata, highly decentralized infrastructures designed to promote privacy and            

autonomy might, therefore, facilitate surveillance by governmental or corporate actors. Only a few             

platforms do actually care about preserving privacy at the metadata level (e.g. Freenet, I2P,              

BitMessage), although this generally requires sacrificing performance and response time.  

Accordingly, with regard to the implementation of the P2Pvalue platform, we decided to adopt a               

hybrid solution that benefit from the advantages of centralization (in terms of easier management and               

coordination) and decentralization (in terms of greater freedom, privacy and autonomy). This, without             

incurring the costs that traditionally come along with these two architectural choices: surveillance and              

control for the former, excessive transparency and difficult coordination for the latter. The solution we               

decided to adopt is the federated model —the model used by the Internet Relay Chat (IRC) and Simple                  

Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP). Under this model, any community can decide whether to rely on a third                 

party infrastructure that is trusted, or to deploy and manage its own servers (for its own use and for that                    

of others), assuming that the community has the necessary in-house skills to do so. The advantages are                 

clear: simple installation and setup, greater freedom of experimentation, enhanced privacy, and            

reduced dependency on third party infrastructures that might not be trustworthy. 
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Federated applications are more challenging to implement than centralized platforms, yet they            

can provide tangible benefits to the CBPP ecosystem. Although most interviewed communities were not              

aware of the benefits of a federated architecture, they all recognized the issues inherent in their                

dependency on services like Google or Facebook. Many expressed concern for the lack of transparency               

of these ‘black boxes’ and the ensuing lack of control over their own data. Many of the preoccupations                  

were linked to issue of “trust”. One of the main motivations for using decentralized architectures was                

the need to preserve full ownership and control over data. Yet, decentralized architectures —although              

they don’t have any specific point of failure— need to be secured against potential attacks by malicious                 

users. Individual users often do not have the skill to setup, configure and setup their own server,                 

thereby making the overall network less reliable and more prone to attacks. With a federated model,                

users do not need to secure their own network, since they can rely on trusted third-party servers.                 

Besides, given the interoperability provided by the federation model, specific communities might            

decide to share a particular type of (confidential) data only with other trusted communities, while being                

able to interact and to benefit from the interoperability with other non-trusted communities. 

Besides, federated architectures can act as an umbrella for multiple communities which decided             

to adopt different degrees of centralization, allowing for communication and collaboration among            

independent groups while preserving their autonomy and freedom of choice. Federated models are             

already used for the coordination of classical federations (e.g. Spanish labor union), autonomous groups              

(e.g. 15-M) or temporary initiatives (such as the organization of events among different collectives). 

In face of these findings, we believe that the P2Pvalue platform should support and promote the                

use of federated infrastructures within the CBPP ecosystem, and make it easy for communities to deploy                

and setup their own federated nodes. In this regard, a general-purpose federated platform has already               

been developed based on Apache Wave Protocol. This platform provides basic community-related            

functionality (data storage, real-time collaboration, participation, etc.) through a public API, which            

constitutes the basis on top of which the P2Pvalue platform (and other applications) can be built. 

Of course, federation also has its own downsides. It makes it harder to implement a               

comprehensive and integrated system of reputation and rewards (another of the key design principles              

of the P2Pvalue platform). Moreover, every node ultimately constitutes a possible point-of-failure that             

can be either attacked or leveraged for coercion. Finally, given difficulties of policing the end-points of                

the network, governments have enacted new laws and regulations which require Internet service             1

providers and online intermediaries to monitor online communications and, if necessary, to cooperate             

with public authorities and intelligence agencies. In order to benefit from the regime of intermediary               

liability limitations, federated nodes might thus need to comply with legal rules in terms of data                2

retention, censorship or notice and takedown. 

1 e.g. AntiCounterfeiting Trade Agreement (ACTA), Stop Online Piracy Act (SOPA) and PROTECTIP Act (PIPA)  
2 The regime of intermediary liability limitations is such that platform operators are responsible for some of the                                   
activities undertaken by their users unless they comply with the requirement of data retention and monitoring, and                                 
abide to the notice and takedown procedures stipulated by law (see e.g. the ECommerce Directive in Europe and the                                     
DMCA in the US. 
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2. Privacy & encryption 

In light of Snowden’s revelation, there is growing interest in the deployment of decentralized              

architectures as a way to protect individuals against the illegitimate authority and surveillance of              

centralized third parties. People are increasingly aware of the degree to which most online              

communications are being surveilled and controlled by both governmental agencies and corporations.  

Yet, when interviewed, the test-bed communities studied by UNIMI expressed very little            

concern for privacy. Community members routinely sign emails with their name, surname, address and              

Skype handle —only few of them actually seemed concerned about preserving the privacy of their               

communications. The ethnographic studies allowed us to better understand what the test-bed            

community are doing on the practical level —i.e. what do they want to do and how do they plan on                    

achieving it — but little had been said as regard their privacy concerns. As a community of “makers”,                  

WeMake was the least concerned about privacy. Yet, while no one seemed to worry too much about                 

privacy and encryption as a way to protect their personal data, some of the members were nonetheless                 

concerned about the protection of their Intellectual Property (see section on Licensing for more details).  

OKFrance was slightly more concerned about privacy issue. The community gather lots of data from its                

members (including sensitive data) and would like to have a safe place to store that data before it gets                   

released to the public in an anonymized way. Currently, OKFrance relies on Github for hosting most of                 

its projects. Github has been chosen not because of security reasons, but because it the most efficient as                  

a mechanism for cooperation. Similarly, OKFrance implicitly stated that they use tools like Etherpad or               

Trello, not because of any underlying privacy concerns, but merely because of their greater efficiency. 

Our initial guidelines were for the most part grounded on theoretical analysis, stemming from              

initial hypotheses elaborated through data collection and analytical research. Conversely, the           

ethnographical studies focused exclusively on the test-communities, to identify actual users’ needs. If             

we want to design P2Pvalue as a tool that will eventually adopted by these communities, we need to                  

provide the features that users actually need. Based on the ethnographic studies of UNIMI, we               

understood that privacy is not a priority for many of these communities. This is not to say that people                   

do not care about privacy. Indeed, the work undertaken by UCM suggested instead that some of the                 

communities that were interviewed (especially the communities of activists) actually do care about             

privacy and were indeed highly concerned about the growing trend towards mass-surveillance.  

By comparing the outcomes of the empirical research, we realized that different communities             

have different degrees of engagement with the values of decentralization and privacy. These needs are               

mostly felt by communities that define themselves explicitly as activists or p2p communities, but there               

are lots of p2p communities which are more focused on other things: they need to tools that help them                   

to work together, and their mainly care about specific functionalities that allow them to get more work                 

done. Of course, most of these communities would prefer to use a tool that is privacy-compliant over                 

one that isn’t, but only insofar as privacy does not come at the cost of functionality or usability. We                   

concluded that privacy is not a good argument for adoption, yet it should be included within the                 

P2Pvalue platform, by making sure it does not counter the usability and functionality of the tool. 
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A federated architecture combines comfort and autonomy, while remaining fully supportive           

of user privacy. Despite the additional costs it might entail (with regard to both financial and                

management costs) over traditional centralized applications where all data is controlled by a single              

third party, the federated model enables users to decide for themselves: (a) whether they would rather                

set up their own server in order to maintain ownership and control over their own personal data, or (b)                   

whether their are willing to entrust a particular server with their data, either because they do not want                  

or are unable to run their own node, or because they actually share common values with third-party                 

communities that encourage them to share and collaborate with other like-minded individuals. 

A privacy-by-design analysis was done on the Apache Wave platform (see Deliverable 3.2 for              

details). The goal is to make sure that privacy concerns are taken into account at every step of                  

development, from conception till the implementation of the platform. We expand here on these              

findings and analyse how they can be translated into value propositions for the P2Pvalue platform. 

A distinctive characteristic of federation is that it relies on server-to-server communication (as             

opposed to peer-to-peer communication in fully decentralized network architectures). This means that            

every server has access to the information of its user base. In the framework of Apache Wave, to the                   

extent that a wave can be shared amongst multiple users (who may or may not belong to the same                   

server), information concerning the wave will be exchanged amongst all servers to which the users               

participating in the same wave belong —including untrusted servers. In this regard, an important              

precondition to preserve users’ privacy is to implement customizable privacy settings so that users can               

effectively control which information they give away, and to whom. A default privacy policy should be                

provided to help communities that do not have the knowledge or expertise to draft their own policy.                 

Albeit customizable, such a privacy policy should come with the highest privacy settings by default, so                

as to promote good practices and support the establishment of a more privacy-friendly ecosystem.  

Another important design feature when it comes to protecting users’ privacy in a federated              

environment is that content should only be federated when it is absolutely necessary to do so, but not                  

otherwise. For instance, if users from the same servers are communicating to each other privately on a                 

third-party wave, the content of such communications does not need to be communicated to any               

third-party server, unless there is reason to do so (e.g. if a third-party joins the conversation, or if the                   

communication is turned into a public conversation). 

With regard to user authentication, most centralized platforms require users to register before             

using the platform. Conversely, decentralized platforms make it easier for users to remain anonymous              

(or pseudonymous) by using the platform without having to register to any centralized authority. In the                

context of the P2Pvalue platform, users should be able to interact with the service without registering,                

although registration will be required to access more advanced functionalities, including access to             

restricted content. Upon registration, users should be given the opportunity to customize their profiles,              

and to specify what kind of information or personal data can be shared, and with whom (i.e. assigning                  

different degrees of trusts to particular profiles or groups). Users should also be entitled to access all                 

data concerning them (whether it has been collected or generated through big data analysis and data                

mining techniques) as well as to request the deletion or the rectification thereof, if needs be. 
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Although not been reflected by the empirical studies, the theoretical (techno-legal) research            

undertaken by CNRS has led us to believe that it is important to incorporate certain features for political                  

reasons (including paternalistic reasons linked to increasing social welfare and individual autonomy).            

With P2pvalue, we want to empower people to be more self-reliant and to manage their own privacy,                 

either by concealing their actual identity or by creating a set of online identities that differ from their                  

real identity —by means of a pseudonym, for example. By default, registration to the platform should                

only require basic user information, although different communities might decide to implement more             

sophisticated registration systems, including real-name policies. While we value the right to            

anonymity, we recognize that different communities might have different opinions on the matter. If              

necessary, users can always take extra steps to preserve their anonymity, by relying on specific               

mechanisms to anonymise the source and/or destination of online communications (e.g. TOR network).  

With regard to encryption, most online platforms do not provide any built-in encryption tool, although               

some have implemented specific extensions or plugins for encrypted communications (e.g. Adium’s            

Off-The-Record option, or the Mailvelope extension for Gmail). Only a few platforms (such as MailPile,               

or TextSecure) have implemented encryption-by-default so that all communications are automatically           

encrypted, whether users want it or not . 

In a federated model, encryption can be implemented both at the server and client level.               

Server-based encryption is where the server is in charge of encrypting/decrypting the content of              

communications. Client-based encryption is where the content of communication is encrypted by the             

client before it reaches the server, thus preventing the latter from illegitimately accessing such content.               

In both cases, it is important to ensure that the server has no access to the decryption keys, as that                    

would render the platform vulnerable against potential attacks by third-parties (e.g. attackers            

retrieving the whole password dataset). Note, however, that strong client-based encryption could also             

(negatively) affect requests by governmental agencies requiring online operators to disclose users’ data. 

For the P2Pvalue platform, we decided to follow the “need-to-know” principle in information             

security, according to which every node should only have access to the mininum amount of information                

necessary to operate. Ideally, the P2Pvalue platform would implement strong built-in client-based            

encryption, so that none of the servers —be they trusted or untrusted— can access or process the                 

content of communications. Indeed, as long as the metadata is provided, content can be delivered               

without having to be decrypted by any server. In practice, however, the collaborative nature of the                

P2Pvalue platform requires information concerning modifications and editorial changes also to be            

federated through Operational Transformations techniques —something that cannot currently be done           

if the content is encrypted. Server-based encryption is much easier to implement and should be               3

enabled by default. Even if users believe their server to be trustworthy, it is indeed important to provide                  

encrypted server-client communications so as to avoid malicious third-parties from intercepting the            

content of communications, e.g. through a man-in-the-middle attack. 

3 Operational Transformations (OT) are the most frequent way in which realtime collaborative software (Etherpad,                             
GDocs, Wave) manages consistency of the editions, merging the contributions from any participant. To date, no                               
OTcompliant encryption algorithm exists, although research is being done (Clear 2009, Feldeman & al. 2010).  
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3. Modularity and integration 

According to Nobel Prize winner Eleanor Ostrom (1990), “each commons has its own features              

and uniqueness of configuration”. This statement was confirmed by the findings of WP1, which have               

shown that different CBPP communities can be highly diverse in their nature, objectives, and              

organisational structures. In many cases, it is even possible to observe a plurality of different               

configurations within any given community, whose structure might evolve over time due to contextual              

factors or contingencies. Different technical and organizational configurations can also exist           

simultaneously within one single community, depending on specific projects and ad-hoc arrangements.  

Hence, while the P2Pvalue platform is currently being built to respond to the needs of the                

testbed communities, it is important that the application be designed as a general-purpose platform              

capable of hosting and serving a multiplicity of projects and communities, which each might have               

different organisational structures and operational strategies. It should be possible for each one of              

these communities to customize the platform to better suit their respective preferences and needs.              

Even though the platform is open source and could, therefore, be freely modified by anyone, not every                 

community will have the necessary skills and/or time to undertake such a complicated endeavor. Hence,               

the platform should provide a large number of settings that are easily accessible and customizable,               

most notably with regard to the governance structure to implement (e.g. from unilateral             

decision-making to unanimity voting), the different value metrics and reward systems to experiment             

with (e.g. reputation-based, token-based or monetary-based rewards), as well as the various licensing             

options that each community might need (see the Licensing section more details on this point). 

The ethnographic analysis of our test-bed communities further confirmed the fact that            

communities vary considerably in some of their defining features —differences that were further             

exacerbated by different profiles of their members. Several communities underlined the difficulty to             

accommodate the needs and interests of people with different degrees of media literacy. While, on the                

one hand, people with low technical skills are generally reluctant to rely on technological platforms to                

communicate with other community members, people with high technical skills often feel somewhat             

hindered or impaired by the need to collaborate with the least savvy community members. Many               

community members were skeptical that the use of online cooperation tools might be the most               

effective way to collaborate and obtain concrete results within the community. This holds especially              

true for Symba, whose constituency (made up essentially of activists and technologists) is the most               

varied in terms of age, interests and backgrounds.  

Accordingly, in order to make the P2Pvalue platform suitable for multiple and diverse             

communities, and in order to increase the likelihood that it will be adopted by a large variety of users                   

with different interests and skills, the platform should be made highly customizable, and should              

incorporate a set of modular components that can easily be configured by community members to fulfill                

a variety of different needs. Most importantly, and as suggested in Deliverable 1.3, the platform should                

provide flexible settings, allowing for ad-hoc and self-determined configurations with regard to            

community’s governance and organization, legal policies, and reputation and reward systems.  
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At the same time, the work undertaken in WP1 made us realize that communities often rely on                 

a multiplicity of different platforms and online tools. Several social networks are used by CBPP               

communities in order to organise themselves internally, or to communicate externally to a broader              

audience. Some projects are actually centred around specific social networks such as Twitter (i.e. 15-M)               

or GitHub (for the majority of FLOSS projects). But many communities also make intensive use of                

mailing lists, forums, and chat platform, which are—more often than not—hosted and managed by              

third-party service providers.  

In order to further accommodate diversity, the P2Pvalue platform should therefore be designed             

in such a way as to promote the principles of openness and collaboration, while encouraging the                

maximum degree of interoperability between different platforms or tools. In particular, instead of             

adopting a competitive approach trying to get people to switch from one platform to the other, the                 

P2Pvalue application should be able to benefit from the co-existence of multiple other platforms by               

integrating the tools which are most commonly used amongst different CBPP communities. 

Integration can therefore be regarded as another way to approach diversity, to the extent that it                

does not force communities to change their tool ecosystem, but rather helps them transition from their                

current tools to the new one that we are providing. Hence, in order to allow for maximum flexibility, the                   

platform should be able to integrate with other third-party applications, even when it does not directly                

interoperate with them. As opposed to interoperability, which describes the capability of different             

applications to exchange data via a common set of exchange formats often relying on the same                

protocols, integration only requires that one application is capable of understanding and interacting             

with another (unilaterally). This can be done either by incorporating third-party protocols directly             

within the platform’s core functionalities, or by allowing third-parties to implement their own             

protocols on top of the platform.  

In this regard, it is important that, in addition to the common set of features provided by the                  

P2Pvalue platform, people have the possibility to create additional modules, extension or plugins that              

integrate with other systems or tools. For example, the P2Pvalue platform should allow users to add or                 

link to an Etherpad document or a Trello board in a conversation, ideally allowing users to be notified                  

when the document is updated, even though the platform does not actually interoperate with these               

systems (in the sense that the platform cannot be used to edit the Etherpad or the Trello board directly). 

Modularity is another important principle of software design that should be accounted for when              

developing the P2Pvalue platform. Modularity refers to the extent to which a software application can               

be subdivided into smaller modules, each responsible for fulfilling a specific function. Modularity             

provides for more efficiency to the extent that it enables different software applications to rely on the                 

same shared modules (i.e. to reuse pre-written code), thus allowing for easier software development              

and improved manageability. Modularity also provides more flexibility in that it enables developers to              

design different options, so that users can select the best solution on the basis of their different needs.                  

This is closely related to integration, in that modularity enables software applications to be integrated               

within other applications, or with specific functions thereof, by means of particular extensions or              

plugins (e.g. Trello plugin, Google docs extension, etc). 
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A modular platform allows every community to create an ad-hoc interface and to incorporate              

only these features that are actually necessary to respond to the specific community needs. By means                

of customizable modules, the same platform can serve multiple projects, which —in spite of their               

differences— might all benefit from interoperability amongst each others, since they all share the same               

baseline platform and protocols. For instance, different communities can use the platform for different              

projects that require different features but nonetheless share common components, such the same             

reputation metrics or reward systems. Modularity also allows third parties to extend the functionalities              

of the platform —by means of specific add-ons, extensions or plugins— in ways that extend beyond the                 

original intentions of the core developers. 

However, just as with decentralization and privacy, the modularity guideline was not properly             

substantiated through the community-driven analysis. Many community members felt overwhelmed          

because they had to use too many differents tools. Some expressed the desire for a platform that                 

integrated all these tools together, but none of them expressed a need for modularity. The reason —we                 

believe— is that people generally only focus on functionality and usability, i.e. they think about the                

user-interface much more than the underlying infrastructure or back-end.  

Yet, we believe that modularity and integration are two complementary elements that should             

both be implemented within the P2Pvalue platform. Indeed, the P2Pvalue platform is more than just an                

standard software application: it is a platform where different components can be combined together in               

order to build more complicated systems or applications that should be able to serve the interests of any                  

community, regardless of its objectives and organisational structure. 

From a technical perspective, we want to create a platform that can be easily extended by                

different people, according to their corresponding preferences and needs. Given our objective to             

accommodate diversity —both amongst multiple communities, and within each individual community           

— modularity and flexibility are essential components that need to be integrated into the baseline of                

the P2Pvalue platform. Even though we are relying on a lean development process, in order to design                 

an application that actually respond to the needs of specific test-bed communities, we want the               

underlying platform to remain as flexible and modular as possible. We try to always keep in mind that                  

the P2Pvalue platform is ultimately a general-purpose platform, which should be able to serve the               

interests of every community. Hence, instead of trying to come up with a one-for-all solution, we want                 

to provide different options that can be combined together in order to allow for different communities                

to design their own solutions, based on the modules provided by us or by others. Our goal is to build a                     

modular platform, which can inherit the functionalities of other pre-existing tools, and which can be               

easily integrated with current and future applications.  

In terms of priorities, the P2Pvalue platform should be designed to fulfill needs common to               

every community first, while nonetheless providing the necessary degrees of customization to satisfy             

more distinctive or specialized needs. At a second stage, additional modules and extension will be               

implemented as layers on top of the basic functionalities of the platform. To do so, the P2Pvalue                 

platform should implement a generic way of extending its functionality through modules (cf. the              

gadgets in Apache Wave), along with an open API allowing third-parties to interact with the platform. 
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Proposed attributes for community governance 

This section explores various mechanisms of governance implemented in different          

communities, with regards to (1) decision-making protocols, (2) freedom of participation, (3) internal             

and external communication, (4) knowledge sharing, and (5) bridging the online and the offline world.  

For each of these categories, this section will first describe the actual needs expressed by our                

test-bed communities (identified through the empirical research undertaken via ethnographic studies,           

surveys, and interviews with community members), and analyse the extent to which these needs              

actually reflect and substantiate the design principles and guidelines provided in Deliverable 1.3.             

Secondly, this section will investigate the manner in which these needs can be translated into specific                

value propositions and technical features which are the most likely to support and accommodate the               

operations and everyday practices of CBPP communities. It will provide suggestions concerning the             

technical implementation of specific models of governance that promote participation and           

peer-to-peer collaboration, and welcome contributions from a large variety of users, while ensuring             

respect for their fundamental rights. Finally, the section will provide a preliminary assessment of the               

proposed solutions as regards the technical feasibility and legal viability thereof. It will identify the               

various advantages and drawbacks of each proposed system —taking into account legal, technical and              

economic considerations— together with their effect on collaboration and social dynamics.  

In this regard, an important element to account for when analysing the different models and               

implementations of community governance is the emergence of a power law distribution (or a 90/9/1               

rule) that characterizes the role assumed by different users within CBPP communities (Nielsen, 2006).              

Three main profiles can be identified, according to the degree of participation in the community: 

● Core members (1%) are the most active participants. They are the leaders and drivers of the                

community, although their vision needs to be supported by other participants. Core members             

do most of the contributions and usually focus on the tasks that “have to be done”. They are                  

generally overloaded with work and often try to delegate some of their tasks to other               

participants that they trust.  

● Contributor members (9%) are active participants that contribute to the commons, although            

with a lower level of intensity than the core members. They are integrating themselves within               

the community, and generally seek knowledge and recognition for their work from the core              

members, who they usually admire. They generally benefit directly from the services provided             

by the community they contribute to, and sometimes try to change them to fit their needs. 

● Peripheral members (or 90%) are the members of a community that do not contribute, but               

merely use the commons for a variety of reasons (cultural, educational, work, etc). They often               

value the openness and collaborative attributes of the commons, and want to find people who               

share similar interests and values. 

With P2Pvalue, we want to tackle this disparity. While we don’t expect to eliminate the power law                 

distribution, one of our aims is to promote governance systems that encourage participation, and              

provide better awareness of a community’s current distribution of roles. 
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1. Governance and decision making with regard to community interaction  

Governance refers to the process by which decisions are implemented (or not implemented). It relates               

to "the processes of interaction and decision-making among the actors involved in a collective problem               

that lead to the creation, reinforcement, or reproduction of social norms and institutions”.   4

With regard to community interaction, the governance system can be subdivided into two categories,              

which both have an important impact on the way in which decisions can be taken within a community. 

● Governance structure (i.e. the mechanisms which allow for decisions to be taken): 

The governance structure defines the way in which rules, norms and actions are produced,              

sustained, and regulated. It establishes the rules for (a) deliberation and (b) decision-making. Both              

are generally achieved through physical reunions, assemblies or online tools. Its rules can be either               

mandatory or only enforced on a voluntary-basis. Although decision-making is generally more            

constrained than deliberation (e.g. it can be achieved through general consensus, majority voting,             

or more restricted and unilateral procedures), both can be either restricted to a limited number of                

people, or open to the contribution of the largest number of community members. The governance               

structure can be more or less formalised, and it can enjoy different degrees of granularity and/or                

flexibility. The level of formality depends on the internal rules of a given community. Physical               

communities often rely on more informal decision-making procedures (e.g. WeMake), whereas           

digital communities generally require more formalized procedures (e.g. OKFrance). The governance           

model can either be tailored around specific features which are imposed upon the community, or it                

can be designed with a flexible structure, allowing for communities to tweak or customize it to                

better suit their needs.  

● Transparency about the process (i.e. disseminating the decisions which have been made):  

The tools used to describe the process and outcomes of governance are important because they               

contribute themselves to shaping the overall community governance. Particular relevant in this            

context is the concept of “heterarchies” —a specific governance structure whereby people interact             5

indirectly, through the information they obtain about the community and its norms. Several CBPP              

communities can be regarded as heterarchies, insofar as their governance system is either encoded              

directly into the platform (e.g. BitTorent, Bitcoin) or clearly communicated to the public (e.g. in the                

case of Wikipedia): community members and contributors interact only through a system of signals              

provided by the community technical and social structure. They understand how they can             

contribute to the system without having to interact directly with other community members.  

Yet, in our testbed communities, more often than not, people actually need to refer to the                

community leaders in order to actually understand how the community operates.  

4 Hufty, Marc (2011). "Investigating Policy Processes: The Governance Analytical Framework (GAF). In:                         
Wiesmann, U., Hurni, H., et al. editors. Research for Sustainable Development: Foundations, Experiences, and                           
Perspectives.". Bern: Geographica Bernensia: 403–424. 
5 Heterarchies feature highly decentralized and relatively stable interactions which are coordinated through an                           
emergent process of parametric adaptation. See: Iannacci, F. and Mitleton–Kelly, E. (2005). Beyond markets and                             
firms: The emergence of Open Source networks. First Monday, 10(5). 
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A. Governance structure 

Based on the virtual ethnography undertaken by UNIMI and the observations stemming from the              

analysis of the data collected by UAB, we don’t observe any single governance structure that would                

accommodate the distinctive needs of every community. According to WP1, 64.7% of the analysed cases               

have implemented a more or less formalized decision-making procedure at the community level, to              

decide about its own interactions. Yet, there are no strong commonalities amongst these different              

systems: each community implements its own governance structure, which is specifically designed            

according to its own preferences and needs.  

In some cases, the governance structure is directly encoded into the technical infrastructure of              

the platform (e.g. BitTorent or Bitcoin) and there is no room for deliberation. More often than not,                 

however, community governance is dictated by the social organisation rather than the technical             

infrastructure. Many CBPP communities have clear and manifest governance rules, with open            

deliberative process and formal decision-making procedures (e.g. Wikipedia). Amongst our testbed           

communities, OKFrance is perhaps the one that has the most open and participative decision-making.              

When a decision needs to be taken, the community first asks for the opinion of the members on a                   

mailing list. Those who are against the decision can express themselves on the mailing list. The                

community strive to reach consensus. In case of disagreement, the community runs a pool among board                

members, who have to reply within 24 or 48 hours depending on the issue, voting publicly on the                  

mailing list. The decision is approved only if the majority of board members agrees. 

Sometimes, the community is a firm whose goal is to maximize the interests of stakeholders               

(e.g. WeMake and Symba). While these communities might allow for deliberation and decision-making             

procedures which can be more or less elaborated, in the end, it is always the CEO that takes the ultimate                    

decision. In this regard, WeMake does not have any explicit governance structure. Yet, practices have               

crystallized over time and have become recognized as an implicit form of governance. Even though               

there are no explicit decision-making procedures, there is transparency within the community. The             

charisma of the founders also plays an important role. Community leaders are the most active on                

mailing-lists and in face-to-face interactions. They engage in what Gabriela Coleman (2012) has             

termed “ethical labour”: they do not and cannot coerce members into taking decisions, but they are in                 

charge of facilitating and moderating the deliberations in such a way that decisions can be taken                

collaboratively. In contrast, Symba has adopted a particular governance model that is, at least formally,               

highly codified and which is used to elect and appoint members to certain roles within the community.                 

Usually, decision-making is done through a “sociocracy” : when a decision needs to be taken, people                

can say whether or not they agree to it and deliberations continue until the community reaches                

“consensus”. If there is no consensus, the decision is delayed. Initially, the process is slow, but as                 

people starts to know each other, the process gets faster and decisions are more powerful. However,                

from the interviews with the community, it emerged that, in practice, this “sociocratic” model is               

abandoned when the perceived needs of running a firm requires an action to be taken (legally, Symba is                  

a Firm), or simply whenever CEO-Founder unilaterally decides that this is the right thing to do.  
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B. Transparency about the process 

Lack of transparency within the governance structure and decision-making might raise multiple            

tensions within a community. As part of the interviews from UNIMI’s ethnographic studies, OKFrance              

described how failure to communicate to the community a decision which had previously been taken by                

the board members led to several members becoming upset, not because of the improper procedure for                

decision-making, but merely because of the lack of transparency with regard to the decision to be                

taken. Since then, OKFrance modified the procedure by which decisions are made and results are               

communicated. Taking notes and documenting the process of decision-making has proved to be a              

precondition for transparency, as well as a useful means to provide more legitimacy to the decisions. 

The interaction between the governance structure and the various communication tools that            

can be used to promote more transparency in decision-making has also been analysed by UCM, through                

a series of interviews with local communities. Despite the existence of formal processes for decision               

making in the community, we have detected in the several communities a common problem for               

disseminating, in a homogenous and clear way, resolutions taken inside workgroups across the             

community. In most cases (confirming the findings of WP1), resolutions are shared via assemblies and               

email list discussions —both of which might raise a certain number of issues. On the one hand, in the                   

context of physical meetings or assemblies, concerns were raised with regard to the possible exclusion               

of community members. Workgroups members sometimes cannot attend the meeting, and are thus left              

out of the decision-making process. Moreover, whenever the workgroup resolutions are handled            

internally within the group, other community members often cannot access the minutes, or they              

cannot interpret them properly. On the other hand, in the context of online communication tools, the                

concerns are mainly around the question of inclusion and accessibility. Usual online dissemination             

tools like email or mailing lists are hard to follow, and resolutions are "hidden" inside the conversation,                 

preventing participants to properly digest them and to be aware of all the details. Hence, the lack of                  

proper internal communication tools in order to disseminate the outcomes of decision-making is an              

important issue in many CBPP communities, which might ultimately prevent or impair effective             

collaboration. 

 

Although we cannot, at this stage, draw any clear conclusion from the results, we expect that                

the presence of some kind of formalized governance structure and decision making procedures could              

improve the productivity of CBPP communities. However, given the necessity to accommodate            

diversity, we suggest that the P2Pvalue platform should be implemented in such a way as to provide                 

maximum flexibility for communities to experiment with different decision-making procedures and           

governance structures, so that they can eventually identify the combination that is the most suitable to                

them. The platform should provide differentiated tools with regard to both the deliberative process (e.g.               

functionality for the organisations of assemblies, discussion forums, etc) and more executive            

decision-making (e.g. multiple voting systems, balloting systems, etc). 
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2. Combining freedoms of participation and hierarchies 

The data collected in the statistical analysis of 300 cases (WP1) suggest that the organizational               

structure of CBPP communities is characterized by low barriers to participation. Most of the              

communities we analysed provide newcomers with a lot of room for self-determined actions and              

freedom of participation. For example, most communities (71%) enable new users to engage in some               

forms of participation and publication without filters, whereas moderated participation is less common             

(29%). Similarly, most CBPP platforms allow for automatic registration without any kind of gatekeeper.              

On the other side, the statistical analysis has also shown that 89% of CBPP platforms enjoy different                 

types of accounts or roles with diverse levels of permission. It is also relatively common for CBPP                 

platforms to implement a system of moderation for certain layers or specific sections of their projects.                

Moreover, according to the surveys, rotations in the administrative roles are uncommon among CBPP              

communities (less than 5% of the cases). We framed these apparent contradictory features into a               

guideline called “Combining freedoms of participation and hierarchies” to express the need for             

providing low barriers to entry and freedom for people to contribute to a community, without excluding                

the possibility of incorporating some level of moderation on certain aspects of the community.  

According to the empirical research and interviews undertaken by UCM, this is one of strongest               

needs expressed by CBPP communities, where many newcomers often have no idea about how to start                

contributing to a community and do not feel comfortable doing things without the supervision of more                

experienced members.  

In order to gain more insight on the matter, we relied on the ethnographic studies of the                 

test-bed communities in order to identify the manner in which these communities actually express the               

need to combine hierarchical structure with freedom of participation.  

Looking at the organisational structure of OKFN, Symba and WeMake, we realized that they all               

feature a strong core team, whose leadership is defined both formally and informally. Informally, the               

three enjoy an inner circle of leaders (who are mainly founders) who are responsible for most of the                  

decision-making. Formally, OKFN has a formal “board” of executive members, who are in charge of the                

operation of the association, whereas both WeMake and Symba are organised as a firm —WeMake is a                 

company and Symba is a Cooperative (SCIC) with a steering committee composed by the different               

groups and firms who participated in the construction of Symba. In all three cases, strategy is defined                 

and main projects are evaluated and approved within these inner circles. 

The problem with strong hierarchical structures is that they might decrease the involvement of              

peripheral members. Communities might therefore have to soften the hierarchy so that people at the               

fringe can better contribute and collaborate with more active members. For instance, in the case of                

OKFN, several interviews highlighted how participation is possible, especially for peripheral members            

(but also for other members and contributors), only through direct contacts with the founders and/or               

community manager.  
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When it comes to freedom of participation, the ethnographic studies have shown that the              

number of peripheral members is quite large and many of them are often willing to contribute to the                  

community —though they generally do not know how to do it. Some peripheral members admitted to                

be reluctant to contribute, because of a lack of understanding or fear of doing something wrong,                

whereas others said they contacted the community manager in order to try and figure out how to                 

proceed. This is often the case, for instance, in Symba and OKFrance —both communities are still                

young and their members are still trying to figure out, from the leadership, what their respective roles                 

are and what the best way they can participate is. Besides, although personal initiatives are formally                

welcomed by the core members, they are generally difficult to implement throughout the community,              

either because peripheral members have no idea with whom they might collaborate within a project, or                

because the main lines of development have already been predefined by the core members, and               

autonomous (non-planned) projects are therefore less likely to be deployed. 

Promoting a broader variety of contributions requires the establishment of a mechanism            

allowing for peripheral members to interact with each other without having to interact with the top 1%                 

or 9%. However, often the 90% does not feel comfortable contributing to the community without any                

confirmation or validation by the top —even if the people at the top would much prefer that members                  

of the 90% would do things on their own, without waiting for their validation. 

In this regard, an important issue that might contribute to reducing the freedom of              

participation in a particular community is the gap that separates leaders and “followers” in terms of                

the specific knowledge possessed by the former. This is especially true for Symba, where the founder                

has been working and doing research for almost a decade on finance and alternative currencies (also                

being a successful blogger on this topic) while the rest of the community is slowly learning some                 

rudiments about complementary currencies. Furthermore, in Symba, the inner circle is composed of             

influential people who are running their own organizations and who are specialists in their own field.                

This topic has emerged in several interviews, with someone referring to the inner circle as a “dream                 

team” of talents, which however lacks a real team spirit. A similar situation exists in OKFN, although                 

more nuanced, since the board is composed of a group of people who met as individuals in various OKFN                   

meetings in Berlin and Helsinki, and were all already active in the field. External communication and                

dissemination activities also reinforce the hierarchy, since the leaders are usually the ones to              

participate in highly visible events (TEDx, OuiShare Fest, etc.). 

When it comes to internal communication, while the core members are the most active              

contributors, with the most frequent interactions with other community members, peripheral members            

—even if they only engage in sporadic interactions— can provide valuable inputs in terms of innovative                

thinking and creativity. Core members should therefore be very attentive to communication on the part               

of peripheral members and try to respond quickly. For instance, in the WeMake community, peripheral               

members intervene sporadically, but when they do, the value added tends to be high. They can initiate                 

projects that are taken on by the core, and they can supply new technical knowledge or insight that the                   

core members take up. Overall the periphery exhibit the kinds of diversity in values and backgrounds                

that David Stark has identified as a source of creativity (Stark, 2012).  
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There is a strong interdependency between the governance structure and the freedom of             

participation. On the one hand, the governance model and decision-making procedures adopted by             

every community will determine the extent to which people can do things without asking for               

permission. The less structured is the governance model, the greater is the space of actions where                

individual users can exercise their own autonomy, i.e. where they can decide on their own whether or                 

not to do certain things. On the other hand, freedom of participation can be regarded as a way for                   

people to engage into a broader deliberation. Every contribution constitutes a micro-decision made by a               

contributor, who has established that something within the community should be changed or improved              

(e.g. contributors to a Wikipedia’s article are taking the decision that the article should be modified). 

It is, however, for the core members to guide the operations of the community, and to set up                   

the criteria for assessing the value brought in by new members. Thus, while it is important to encourage                  

the 90% to contribute to the community without asking for permission or waiting for validation, at the                 

same time, one should refrain from giving them too much autonomy to the extent that their decision                 

and/or actions might actually hinder its operations, since its objectives and goals have already being               

defined and implemented by the most active core members.  

Identifying the right barriers to participation is therefore one of the major issues to be               

addressed in order to achieve a proper balance between hierarchies and freedom of participation.              

Setting the barriers too high will protect the community against potential disruption from the outside,               

but might ultimately harm the community, which remain siloed within a small number of contributors,               

without being able to benefit from additional contributions from new members. Yet, in order to ensure                

the long-term sustainability of CBPP communities, there needs to be a flow of people passing from the                 

90% to the 9% and to the 1% (insofar as maintaining this flow is necessary in order to keep the system                     

fresh and alive). However, setting the barriers too low might endanger the community, to the extent                

that new members who do not necessarily share its values might eventually ‘take over’ the community. 

An interesting alternative to the combination of hierarchies and freedom of participation is             

through the practice of “forking” —i.e. taking the source code from one software package and starting                

an independent development to create a distinct and separate piece of software (see the Forkability               

section for more details on the licensing schemes required to enable the forking of a software product).                 

The fork system provides an alternative governance system within a particular community, allowing             

people to contribute to a common project, in a parallel way, without being conflated within the same                 

governance structure and without being restrained by the same decision making procedure.  

Originally, forking implied not just the creation of a new development branch, but also a split                

in the developer community, a form of schism. Hence, the threat of forking was a powerful tool that                  

pushes the community towards consensus. Today, however, forking has become a standard procedure             

for software development, allowing for people to experiment with new approaches or functionalities             

without affecting the official branch of the software. It is no longer regarded as a dramatic development                 

in CBPP communities, but rather a way of working through parallel workflows that —if they are                

successful— can later be merged back into the original branch. This new approach to forking provides                

people with more freedom to experiment, without necessarily having to reach consensus. 
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Overall, when trying to figure out ways to increase participation, it is, first and foremost,               

important to distinguish between peripheral members who are perfectly happy with their role and do               

not want to contribute more to the community, and those who are frustrated because they cannot                

participate more. The former will not participate (even if there were no barriers to participation) simply                

because they merely want to be users or consumers (note, however, that use or consumption is also                 

often conceivable and framed as a form of contribution). If the barriers to participation are small, the                 

latter kind of peripheral members might eventually become contributors, at least with regard to the               

smaller and simpler tasks that can easily be achieved without any kind of supervision. This is in line                  

with Benkler’s thesis in the Wealth of Networks (2006), according to which modularity and granularity               

are a precondition for success and productivity in CBPP collaborative systems. Hence, a possible way for                

the P2Pvalue platform to encourage contribution by the 90% is to allow for community members to                

define precisely clear and simple micro-tasks that anyone can do without any substantial investment in               

terms of resources or time. 
Another solution could be making the power law distribution visible to all members through              

advanced data visualisation techniques, and clearly identifying the different categories or roles that             

exist within the community in a transparent way. In this regard, it is interesting to note that both                  

Symba and OKFN adopted a formal criterion to assess the position, the skills and the interests of every                  

community member. In particular, in OKFN, the appointed Community Manager member has carried             

out a thorough inquiry into the community: every member is explicitly classified according to her               

position in the community (core, middle, periphery), although the results were not openly             

communicated to the members. In Symba, the founder has set up a detailed spreadsheet that counts the                 

presence of people at the meetings and events, including additional information such as the number of                

shares they hold and their intention to join a certain circle or “area of action” that they had previously                   

established (although this latter idea has now been abandoned). 

Proper acknowledgement of the power law distribution might help reducing frustration from            

the 1%, as well as decrease the degree of guilt experienced by the 90% and the 9%. Github is already                    

providing a similar feature, by showing the level of contribution of each contributor, and the resulting                

power law distribution that it might entail. Yet, roles should not be strongly formalized, and should be                 

dynamically updated in real time, as people shift from one role to another according to their level of                  

contribution. While making the level of participation of each user explicit might actually foster              

engagement, it could also create a problem to the extent that users would start identifying themselves                

with ‘labels’ which are not necessarily a good representation of reality. Nevertheless, visualizing the              

dynamics and social mobility between these groups could help better organise the community, as              

people could start acting upon that knowledge in order to encourage more contributions from the               

bottom layer. The problem is that it is generally difficult to quantify contributions to a particular                

community. Perhaps relying on the standard 90-9-1 % labels might also not be the most efficient way                 

to generate more contribution. Hence, the P2Pvalue platform should allow for different categories to be               

built within the platform itself and this could perhaps be managed through ‘gamification’ (see section               

on Reputation and Rewards for more details on the matter). 
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3. Internal / External Communication 

Communication can be internal within the community or external, between the community and third              

parties. In all communities that we have studied, communication unfolds at multiple levels, both              

internally and externally. Generally there are three functions for communication:  

1. Organizational communication: 

Communication flows related to the overall management of the community; this includes the             

day-to-day management, discussions and deliberations, communications concerning       

decision-making procedures, etc. 

2. Operational or productive communication: 

Communication flows related to the achievement of tasks or projects; this include all the              

communication that community members must engage in in order to contribute and/or            

collaborate towards the achievement of a common goal. 

3. Informational communication: 

Communication flows related to the dissemination of information about the community; this            

includes news, media coverage, organisation of workshops or events designed to create better             

awareness about the community and its various initiatives. 

Each of these functions generally uses a particular medium or device. Organizational communication             

uses mailing lists or IRCs. Operational communication uses platforms like Google Docs, Google Form,              

Calendar, Doodle, Eventbrite, Etherpad, Canali, IRC, Basecamp, Github and Wiki platforms,           

informational communication often uses Twitter, Facebook, Blogs and YouTube. Informational          

communication relies on tools such as websites, blog posts, online forums, newspapers, etc. 

From the empirical analysis, we observed a general desire by community members to be able to                

keep these layers of communication separate and distinct in better ways. Community members             

generally perceive that the mashing up of these multiple communication layers is confusing, and want               

to separate communications which have to do with community management, project-oriented           

discussion, and more technical discussions.  
Users want to reduce the number of communication tools that they have to deal with, by                

integrating multiple communication flows into a single platform, so that they can keep track of all the                 

traffic at once, without having to login into multiple platforms or communication tools. Yet, integration               

can also be disturbing, because people get information that does not really concern them. The               

interviews undertaken by UCM revealed that almost every community wanted a way to filter              

information in order to find what it is relevant to them. They want integration, but integration that is                  

“selective” —i.e. they do not want to be the victim of integration. Ideally, the P2Pvalue platform                

should implement (a) a mechanism to integrate multiple communication channels, and (b) a system for               

filtering information so that community members only receive the information that actually concerns             

them. 
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A. Organisational communication 

Organisational communication relates to things like internal communication, community         

management, planning of events, technical support, etc. It is directly linked to the freedom of               

participation, since shared organisational knowledge is a precondition for community members to be             

able to contribute and collaborate within the community.  

One important function of this type of communication is to establish how new members are               

presented to the community and how they can become possible contributors —another issue that is               

highly related to the freedom of participation. There is a need for peripheral members to explore what                 

the community offers to them. They come with ideas and projects that have to be matched with the                  

ones the community is already working on. In this regards, communities sometimes incorporate a              

facilitator figure —i.e. a person who informally receives newcomers, identifies their interests and puts              

them in contact with suitable participants that are in sympathy with the new participant. 

Organisational communication flows are commonly diffused via mailing lists. Yet, according to            

some of the communities interviewed by UCM, mailing list are not a proper tool for accounting of                 

feelings and emotion management. Many believe that it is important for the long-term sustainability of               

a community that community members are capable of dealing with their feelings. Whenever tensions              

and conflicts appear in the community, it is crucial for community members to be able to express those                  

feelings and say how participants feel about each other. Yet, a mailing list does not seem the proper way                   

to do so. Moreover, some people complained that the role of “community caretaker” is generally not                

reflected at all. In many CBPP communities, the figure of the carer is the participant who is aware of the                    

state of mind of the members and supports them. This work is hard to track in a tool because it does not                      

have to do with material contributions. There is also a gender bias, since women tend to care more than                   

men. 

One important issue with organisational communication flows is that it often generates            

information overload. Many people complain that they are being overwhelmed by messages that do not               

concern them. People also sometimes complain about overly technical language in communications            

flows. People generally do not want to know or to follow everything that is happening within the                 

community. It is thus necessary to distinguish between multiple levels of governance, providing             

transparency but separating the different flows of information in order not to overload people with               

information that is not relevant to them. “Information overload” has become one of the most relevant                

issue in the context of many interviewed communities. The tools are often not adapted to deal with the                  

necessity of discriminating and filtering information.  

Most of the communities we interviewed expressed the need to improve transparency with             

regards to the organisation. Many want to achieve a higher visibility with regard to community               

members and their activities. The challenge is to find ways of providing all relevant information, while                

allowing interested members to actually find out about that information.  
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B. Operational communication 

The goals of communication have to be analyzed in order to design the pertinent tools of the                 

digital platform. Communication might have a social aim but also might contribute to collaboration.              

The P2PF survey results underline the importance that CBPP communities give to collaboration. More              

than 60% strongly agree that collaboration among members is crucial to the community. Features for               

collaboration would contribute to the co-development of projects and the coordination of tasks.             

Considering the horizontal organizational structures that often characterize P2P communities,          

collaborative tools should allow agile coordination and voluntary assignment of tasks. In this             

perspective, the P2Pvalue platform could differ from existing platforms of traditional project            

management where projects are organized according to hierarchical rules. 

Yet, according to the ethnographic studies undertaken by UNMI, all test-bed communities            

believe that there is currently no proper tool for operational communication that can ensure low               

barriers to participation for community members to individually tackle small tasks. Most community             

consider existing tools to be too complicated or time consuming, making it difficult for newcomers to                

understand what has to be done, what is the progress of a project, etc. In general, they all complain                   

about the fact that barriers to participation are too high, due to the lack of proper tools. This may be due                     

to the fact that none of these communities adopted an internal platform for community task               

management. They all rely on mailing lists, which are often not properly configured —in terms of                

scope— to provide a proper digest of the work that is being done. For instance, the mailing lists set up                    

by OKFN are either too broad or too narrow. That is, on the one hand, peripheral members are flooded                   

with irrelevant information. This might be leading to frustration, thus decreasing the likelihood of              

effective cooperation in the future. On the other hand, members from the middle often feel excluded                

from the most important decisions, since OKFN used to have a private mailing list for board members                 

only, where all strategic discussions took place. In addition to mailing lists, Symba also uses Facebook                

for internal communication, and Trello for task management. Yet, while they consider Trello to be a                

useful tool, it is used only by two people from the core team —even though many other members have                   

registered to the Trello board, no one actually uses it on a daily basis. Some members in the periphery                   

hinted that they would like to have tools like Microsoft SharePoint, that enables one to tag people in                  

tasks, label discussions and projects, etc. In sum, there is an overall disappointment about the current                

setup for operational communications. There is a general feeling that communication flows are not              

giving the right information to the right people.  

Moreover, to facilitate the operation of the community, tools supporting online informal            

interaction (e.g. chat) or coordinating offline meetings (e.g. doodles) would be desirable, as socializing              

(networking, informal meetings, etc.) and working in community-related areas are common activities            

in the CBPP ecosystem. Indeed, according to the surveys of the P2PF, 50% of respondents often engage                 

in social activities and 30% dedicate almost all the time to project-related work. Informal              

communication also fosters the cross-pollination of knowledge bases and the mixing of different             

profiles would benefit on the community’s creativity and innovative capacity. 
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C. Informational communication 

The informational communication can be distinguished based on the target audience. Although            

communication is generally exchanged mainly via external communication channels, there is content            

dedicated to the public at large, and content that is dedicated to the community itself. In WeMake, for                  

example, news is generally technical (news on microprocessors, 3D printers etc), ethical or social (news               

related to the uses of 3d printers or Arduino). Technical news generally has a motivational function as it                  

drives the community towards engaging into new products, while ethical news has more of a moral                

function, in that it allows the community to imagine that what they are doing has wider social                 

implications, that they are, in some sense, changing the world. 

Also in the context of external communication, different communication channels are used for             

addressing different stakeholder groups. In WeMake, a leadership team is in charge of communicating              

with companies and other external actors in order to develop or maintain business ventures. Core               

members of the community communicate around projects, while members of the periphery            

communicate much more sparingly around news and events. Sometimes, members can cause tension             

for externally posting technical material which they do not have the competence to understand fully.               

For example, conflicts emerged as a member of the WeMake community posted technical information              

on Facebook, while getting some basic technical details wrong. 

One of the underlying forces facilitating the expansion of CBPP is the global availability of               

cheap means of communication. Currently, both Symba and OKFN are focusing on external             

communication as their main activity: e.g. OKFN organised multiple events and meetup for people to               

meet each other, whereas Symba organised a series of events aimed at letting the audience know what                 

complementary currencies are. This is important because —especially in the Open Source realm— too              

little attention is given to communicating the progress and outcomes of the project to the public at                 

large.  

In this regard, an important feature for the P2Pvalue platform would be to implement a               

mechanism to integrate informational communication flows with external platforms, such as the most             

popular social networks. Indeed, nowadays, access to large audiences is mainly provided by a few               

popular social networks. The results of the statistical analysis from WP1 confirmed the popularity of               

these social networks in CBPP. Although many CBPP communities have their own platforms for              

communication, they tend to also use social networks services in order to communicate to the public at                 

large. According to our data, 85% of the cases use at least one social network and almost 70% at least                    

two, while the most popular social network used by the cases in our sample is Twitter followed by                  

Facebook, Github, Google+ and YouTube. Even though there are several issues with the use of corporate                

social networks services provided by private commercial companies, we believe that CBPP communities             

would benefit from having the P2Pvalue platform interoperable with the most popular social networks,              

because of their increasing importance and social adoption, especially for external communication            

activities (though in some cases they are also intensively used for internal and organizational              

activities). 
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4. Knowledge sharing 

Sharing knowledge —both internally and externally— is an important element in CBPP.            

According to the results of the survey run by P2PF (Task 1.4), over 40% of respondents considered that                  

knowledge sharing is the most important value that their community create for individuals. Other              

important types of value created were: community building; learning; and cohesion with the underlying              

principles and ideologies of the community. 

At the internal level, knowledge sharing contributes to individual and collective learning and             

collaboration. According to the surveys, 36% of the respondents affirmed that the output is only shared                

among the members of the community. Internal knowledge sharing is important in the context of               

community building, but also in order to ensure that there is a proper flow of information —and                 

consequent mobility— between the core, the middle and the peripheral members of a community. At               

the external level, knowledge sharing is also in many cases a priority of the community. The survey                 

results show that in the majority of the cases, the output is freely shared with the whole society (40% of                    

the cases). More than 60% of respondents agree that the communities create value for the common                

benefit of its members and the whole society. 

The P2PF survey showed that in general terms, CBPP communities’ members do consider             

themselves as part of a movement aligned with the free sharing of knowledge, depending on their                

specific focus. For instance, more than 40% of respondents strongly agree when asked if they consider                

themselves as part of the open source movement. 40% also agreed to identify themselves with the                

movement of the digital commons or the peer production. Respondents strongly identified themselves             

with openness and knowledge sharing. The results suggest that users would welcome tools facilitating              

the free knowledge sharing. The platform could feature tools that easily offer the option to share. The                 

option to openly share all generated content could even be the option by default. This could be applied                  

in the cases where the output is digital. However, the survey results also indicated that the output can                  

be physical goods (50% of the respondents), and almost 60% of the respondents affirmed that the                

output was not codified. 

There is, in particular, a strong need to document the procedure for routine tasks that must be                 

undertaken by community members, often on a rotational basis. Some tasks, such as periodically              

checking and replying to a community email account, have some extra knowledge attached to it.               

Community participants need to organize that information in such a way that those in charge of these                 

tasks can easily access the shared experience and knowledge accumulated thus far. 
According to UCM interviews with local communities, procedures formalization has been           

observed within some communities such as Social Centers, Cooperatives and Trainer communities.            

They usually refer to operation processes such as how to clean the space or how the accounting should                  

be performed. These procedures are collected in physical or digital resources and might be subject to                

prior collective approval. Yet, the current form of dissemination and storage does not reach all               

community members, who might keep operating without observing these formalized procedures. 
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Within our test-bed communities, internal knowledge sharing generally happens through          

mailing-lists and cooperation tools, whereas external knowledge sharing happens primarily through           

Facebook, Twitter and social media, but also through physical events such as exhibitions or workshops. 

In WeMake, internal knowledge sharing is essentially project based. Members initiate projects            

and ask for input in term of technical skills (e.g. how to manage and set up tools), and ‘soft skills’ like                     

how to use graphic design software. With regard to external knowledge sharing, there is generally little                

satisfaction with social media, principally because it is difficult to control the context of reception and                

interpretation. Consequently, information shared might not reach people with the knowledge and skills             

that enable them to interpret it correctly. Indeed, in the context of WeMake, most of the output is                  

physical or not codifiable (i.e. it is related to experience, practice or other forms of tacit knowledge).                 

Sharing knowledge might become challenging. Yet, while many physical goods cannot be digitized, the              

instructions to make them can. For instance, a physical 3D object is difficult to share but not the code to                    

reproduce that same model in another 3D printer. Hence, instructions could be codified, digitized and               

shared. Events like exhibitions and courses are more efficient in this respect but, obviously, also more                

costly and difficult to implement. Knowledge sharing via events and exhibitions are also oriented to               

building reputation and publicity. More generally, a digital platform featuring videos and photo             

galleries might be a convenient tool to transmit knowledge in the form of video tutorials or “how to”                  

guides. In some cases, the possibility of organizing webcasts or webinars could allow sharing knowledge               

that could be more difficult to transmit otherwise. In cases where the knowledge transmission benefits               

from co-location (like in the case of situated learning or tacit knowledge sharing), it would be                

convenient that the platform has calendar tools in order to schedule offline meetings, collective              

agreements on dates, book spaces and confirm participants availability. 

In Symba, internal knowledge exchanges are limited to some punctual relations between            

members in the core and in the middle of the community. The main issue addressed by Symba                 

(currency) suffers from a deep asymmetry that separates the expert/leader from the rest of the               

community. Sporadic exchanges are also present between the founder and some peripheral members.             

In general, community members believe that more effort should be done in order to have a sufficient                 

shared knowledge about currency —one idea was to collect and distribute all the writings and speeches                

that Symba’s founder has done so far and to make them available to the rest of the community.                  

Conversely, substantial effort has instead been put forth for the external sharing of knowledge. A series                

of events, called ‘Symbase’, have been proposed and effectively implemented throughout 2014. More             

informal events (meetups) have been also set up and a few intense workshops have been organized by                 

the community. These meetings generally consist of introductory speech about money and a             

presentation of the Symba project. In these meetings, some community members have experimented             

with alternative ways to speak about currency, e.g. through a game about money. Nonetheless,              

community members showed some frustration because each of these events create a peak of interest               

and engagement in a public who is experimenting, often for the first time, with complementary               

currencies. The problem is that there is no concrete follow up to these events, so that people who attend                   

one event often do not attend the following ones (low retention). 
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With regard to OKFN, the interviews with the community have shown no substantial evidence              

of internal sharing of knowledge. Probably this is due to the relatively high degree of competence                

shared by most core and middle members. Community members enjoy being part of an organization               

that strives for a worthy cause, and mention direct benefits in terms of acquiring new knowledge. There                 

is also a contamination of expertise in small groups who pursue collateral projects within OKFN.               

Conversely, when it comes to external knowledge sharing, strong activity is present on this front.               

Seminars, hackathons, and the whole series of events organized within the project “school of data” are                

all aimed to disseminate knowledge and raise awareness about the implications of open data. So far, the                 

school of data is by far the most important project pursued by OKFN France and consists of both “real                   

meetings” and online activities coordinated through their website. The School of Data website also              

provides a rich, detailed and accessible introduction to the world of open data.  

 

 

The intersection between internal and external knowledge sharing is what brings new people             

into the community. During the interviews with local communities, UCM has identified —as a big issue                

for newbies (or newcomers)— the need to get introduced to the community and to learn about its                 

culture and activities. Knowing the community involves not only being aware of its mission, but also to                 

get to know its members, to learn how to use its tools and to better understand its processes.                  

Knowledge sharing —first externally, to attract users to the community, and then internally, to              

welcome them into the community— is therefore an important components for newcomers to properly              

understand community people, processes and ideas. 
Overall, the results suggest that it would be convenient if the P2Pvalue platform would              

incorporate mechanism for better internal knowledge sharing, since this seems to be a common need               

amongst all communities that we have investigated. This could be achieved by setting up a specific                

template for codifying knowledge accumulated by community members over time, or by providing             

mentorship programs between core members and peripheral members, so that the latter can learn from               

the former, before they can actually start contributing. Simplified and more transparent            

communication tools would also allow newcomers to follow the activities and the progress of the               

projects they are most interested in, so as to start learning by ‘lurking’ what is already going on. 

With regard to external knowledge, the platform should enable different communities to choose             

the degree of sharing depending on the focus of the community. For example, different content features                

and tools could have different access and permission rights. In this regard, Benkler distinguishes              

between the concept of “commons” and “common property regimes” (Benkler 2002). The term             

“commons-based” has been usually been used to refer to commons that are related with the whole                

society. In “common property regimes”, the common good is freely shared only among the members of                

a certain community. The P2P platform could differentiate between different degrees of permissions in              

order that the community could decide with whom are their outputs freely shared. 
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5. Bridging the online & offline world 

UNIMI’s ethnographic studies have shown that CBPP communities have different degrees of capacity,             

willingness, or simply availability of tools for online cooperation. Some communities consider online             

activities to be less time-consuming and to involve much less hassle than offline activities. Others see                

online activities just as a complement of a more profound offline activity, or they see the online world                  

merely as a space where they can deploy their activities, while working physically next to each other.  

In order for the P2Pvalue platform to actually foster both online and offline cooperation, when               

designing the platform, one needs to take into account the global set of interaction through which                

people interact within a community. In this regard, it is important to distinguish between offline               

communities that use online tools to foster cooperation; and online communities that sometimes meet              

in specific offline events (e.g. open source meetings, bitcoin meetups). 

Considering both types of communities, online and offline, 67% of the respondents to the P2PF               

survey (task 1.4) affirmed that they interact mainly online or more online than offline. Thus the                

P2Pvalue platform should be a communication tool for both types of communities. Online             

communication might be important even in offline communities. However in these cases online             

communication might have different objectives that offline communication. For instance, offline           

communities like Fab Labs or hacker spaces use offline communication when sharing tacit knowledge              

or socializing and online communication when collaborating in a project that needs online tools (i.e.               

collaborative coding) or when sharing codified knowledge. For example, following the Fab Lab Charter              

(CBA-MIT 2012), all Fab Lab members are supposed to share their designs. Even if the development is                 

generally done offline in the lab, the designs are shared digitally through a digital platform (the local                 

Fab Lab website or centralized in the Fab Academy website). 

Similarly, for the WeMake community, the material (offline) dimension is crucial, as this is a               

co-working space dedicated to the physical production of stuff (MakerSpace). The predominance of the              

‘physical’ dimension is manifested in four aspects of the community: (1) using the machines requires               

physical presence, (2) important parts of creativity happen in face-to-face encounters around these             

machines, (3) a lot of the externally oriented activity consists in workshops and physical interaction               

amongst members, and (4) the materiality of machines, their costs and rivalry in both use and                

consumption restrict the possibilities of production. These physical aspects are important for the             

day-to-day operations of the community, but are reflected poorly in digital communication. 

Yet, as opposed to WeMake or other physical communities which have their own offices and               

workshop space, many CBPP communities (especially those which are digitally based) do not have an               

actual physical space on which they can rely. For instance, neither Symba nor OKFN benefit from an                 

actual office space that is specific to them. Both have their offices at NUMA, a co-working space that is                   

becoming the heart of this new emergent scene.. 
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Based on interviews of both Symba and OKFN, we observe that both communities feel that there                

are no appropriate tools to support cooperation both online and offline. Both are heavily affected by                

this, since a consistent part of the members of both communities do not live in Paris, and are therefore                   

often incapable to join the offline activities. OKFN thought about implementing a forum to improve               

collaboration both online and offline, but —so far— they did not manage to do it. Symba has                 

experimented with several tools aimed at bridging the online and offline world, but has never been                

satisfied with any of them. At any rate, OKFN is definitely more equipped (in terms of tools) to pursue                   

its goals, even without frequent offline meetings. Symba relies more on the offline world, mainly               

because of his peculiar mission (rebuilding networks of trust among people and establishing contacts              

with businesses), the nature of its constituency (including older people) and, more generally, because of               

the specific preferences of its members. This last aspect also creates tension given that the members of                 

Symba are split between a more political faction (who sees online activity as a complement to the more                  

fundamental offline activity) and a more technical faction (who basically sees offline meetings as a               

waste of time). 

More generally, despite of the fact that we intuitively might think that global online              

communities communicate exclusively with online tools and local offline communities with offline            

tools, this is obviously not the case. Online global communities like Wikipedians also happen to meet                

locally and local communities interact also online. As the communities grow, it is increasingly              

important for global CBPP communities follow and account for the activities and initiatives of local               

communities, which often have localised meetings. In the CBPP ecosystem, bridging the offline and              

online world is, indeed, often done through the organisation of events or hackathon. Drupal is a good                 

examples in this field, as a the community has grown to build up a really strong community                 

engagement through physical meetings. 

In view of that, the P2Pvalue platform should take in consideration that interactions are often               

done offline —especially in local communities— and should therefore offer specific features designed             

to help to coordinate localized types of interactions, such as e.g. integrating on a digital support the                 

results of the offline interaction, or facilitating the digitization, storage and distribution of documents              

or offline generated designs both within the community and to the public at large. 

Bringing the online and offline world could also be done, for instance, by acknowledging tasks               

or activities that are not directly related to the standard operations of the online platform. In this sense,                  

the P2Pvalue platform should allow for people to “thank” people for contributions that are not               

described directly within the application — e.g. “thanks for caring”, even if the action of caring cannot                 

be reflected quantitatively into the platform.  

There are currently many tools that monitor the tasks that people do online, but there are                

certain tasks (such as maintenance, or taking care of community’s needs) which are generally done               

offline, or which are simply not possible to track with traditional (often quantitative) tools of               

evaluation. 
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Value metrics & rewards systems 
This section analyses the different needs that CBPP communities have expressed with regards             

to the establishment of specific reputation metrics and reward mechanisms, as well as ideas for the                

implementation of new strategies for sustainability. These insights will constitute the basis on which to               

subsequently come up with specific features and value propositions that could be incorporated within              

the P2Pvalue platform. 

An important element to take into account when dealing with reputation systems, is that              

reputation does not mean anything unless it can be contextualised. Community members need to know               

what does their reputation refers to and how does it relate to other people’s reputation, so that they can                   

understand where they stand within the community’s social landscape. To the extent that there is a                

power law distribution of contributors within most CBPP communities, visualising it might help             

community members understand the current state of affairs. By getting people to identify in which one                

of the different categories they stand, a reputation system could help core contributors to avoid               

frustration when interacting with peripheral users, or reducing the amount of guilt that peripheral              

users might feel, when not contributing sufficiently to the community. Ideally, a proper reputation              

system, combined with a well-designed system of rewards, would encourage community members to             

take action in order to reduce the disparity of contributions, and move the whole community towards                

more active and participative dynamics. 

Besides, when dealing with reputation metrics, a distinction needs to be made between two              

interrelated but different concepts that are closely linked to reputation: (1) the status that one members                

holds within the community; and (2) the system of appreciation or recognition that community              

members might earn over a period of time, as they contribute to the community. The former refers to                  

the position held by a particular member within a community (e.g. whether someone is a member of                 

the ‘board’) and is inherently static, although it might change over time. The latter refers to the social                  

capital and recognition that a particular member has accumulated within a given community. It is               

inherently dynamic, since people’s expertise might grow over time, and the degree to which their               

contributions are appreciated by the community might consequently grow as well. 

These two systems (status-based and recognition-based reputation) often interact with one           

another, and might both influence the redistribution of value within the community. Yet, it is               

important to keep them separate, because they operate according to different logics. Indeed, while the               

former is a reward in itself (e.g. core contributors might be rewarded with a more privileged position                 

within the community), the latter constitute an indicator according to which contributors might             

eventually be rewarded, if there is a reward system in place. Besides, while status is already accounted                 

for in the governance structure of the community, recognition could potentially also be integrated into               

community governance, by granting people management rights according to their level of contribution             

and recognition within the community. From voting rights and decision-making powers, to privileged             

access to specific services or community circles, recognizing the value that every members contribute to               

the community can contribute to the establishment of a more meritocratic governance structure.  
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1. Internal reputation metrics 

According to the Task 1.1 (Statistical analysis), the large majority of CBPP cases (74%) use a                

system to measure or evaluate user’s contributions. However, still, there is an important percentage              

that don’t use such systems. As to the type of metrics that the systems of measurement visualize, what                  

we found is that “the quantity of the output” (58%) and “the appreciation (or the quality) of the                  

resource produced” (56%) are the most frequent metrics. These metrics are followed by the metrics               

related with “the appreciation (or reputation) of the individual member” (333%). Less common are “the               

degree of advancement compared to a given planning” (11%) as well as “the output generates compared                

to the average output per member” (3%) and “the output generated relatively to the total output                

generated by the whole community” (4%). 

When looking more precisely to a few case-studies, it appears that, from the empirical studies               

undertaken by UCM and UNIMI, properly designed reputation metrics are one of the strongest needs               

expressed by CBPP communities. Reputation —whether it has been formalized or not— is something              

that operates all the time and that constantly influences the interactions and power dynamics between               

community members.  

Interestingly, none of the communities that we have studied have implemented explicit            

reputation metrics. However, in all of these communities, reputation is recognized as being crucially              

important to day-to-day operations. This is particularly clear in the WeMake community where             

reputation is used both internally to justify access to scarce resources (machines) and externally as a                

source of income and business opportunities for individual members. In the case of Symba and OKFN,                

the communities are not profit-oriented therefore there are no business opportunities that can be              

directly connected with the internal reputation of community members. However, the reputation of the              

community as a whole can help community members get involved into specific initiatives or jobs that                

would have been otherwise harder to get into. The greater is the reputation of members within the                 

community, the more core members will be able to gain trust to the community to start new collective                  

and individual projects. Reputation works also as a signal for peripheral members to identify the most                

skilled members to ask support for solving a problem or starting a new project.  

Reputation also plays an important role in the extent to which people might obtain some kind                

of support from other community members. People are eager to help the member that contributed the                

most to the community, whereas they are reluctant to help those that did not contribute in any way to                   

the community —unless they are newcomers, which might justify their lack of contributions so far.               

Sometimes, however, responses to calls for help do not depend on the reputation of the person asking                 

for help, rather than on the ways in which the request is framed. For example, in WeMake, technical                  

requests are answered to only if they are not directly oriented to individual gain and contribute to some                  

extent to the benefit for the whole community, through additional knowledge or public visibility.  

It turns out, therefore, that all of our test-bed communities already implement an (informal)              

reputation system. Yet, to the extent that these have not been formalized, the lack of transparency with                 

regard to the operation of these reputation systems might lead to some kind of conflicts or tensions. 
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From the interviews, it also appears that —even though none of the test-bed communities has               

an internal reputation system in place— they would all be very keen in adopting more formalized                

systems for managing reputation within the community.  

Formalizing the reputation metrics, and the way it might impact the governance or the              

management of the community, is also helpful to reduce possible corruptions, distortions or             

unintended discriminations that were simply not properly accounted for. For instance, both UCM and              

UAB’s empirical studies have shown that there is a gender bias on the use of internal reputation                 

metrics. In the interviews, several female contributors admitted that it made them uncomfortable to              

declare how much they did for the community, and they would therefore declare much less than what                 

male contributors would. Because female contributors sometimes do not want to compete, they tend to               

favor qualitative assessment over quantitative indicators of contributions.  

From the statistical studies, it emerged that, in many cases, reputation is managed by simple               

automated systems that track contributions on a merely quantitative basis. The outcomes of these              

automated systems are then used to qualify the users’ profile and reputation. However, even if this is                 

the most common system, that is not the only one. In FLOSS projects, for example, it is common to use                    

systems of generating reputation in the community (and even more generally in the FLOSS ecosystem),               

that are quite sophisticated and provide deliberate means for appreciating contributors and            

contributions (i.e. Github), and that sometime are even trans-platforms (i.e. Open Hub). 

Female contributors also often do not like too much exposure. They are more interested in               

getting internal recognition within the community. They want to be acknowledged as the author or as a                 

significant contributor to a project they contributed to. In this regard, qualitative assessment can              

therefore be instantiated under the form of “attribution” for a particular contribution.  

If the goal is to encourage more contributions amongst community members, reputation            

metrics should be designed to promote cooperation, rather than creating a competitive environment.             

Accordingly, as an incentive to participate into the community, useful contributions could be rewarded              

by means of individual badges or labels, that indicate a qualitative assessment of a particular               

contribution. This could fulfil the need of recognition of many contributors, and contribute to building               

up the reputation of each community member, without relying on a quantified indicator. 

Finally, several test-bed communities members we have interviewed consider it crucial to            

implement reputation systems that go beyond the quantitative analysis of contributions. In this regard,              

it was suggested several times that the tasks of creating a comfortable social experience within the                

community is relevant to well-being and productivity of the community. These tasks can be subdivided               

into three broad categories: (1) emotional or moral support, i.e. helping other community members feel               

better about what they’re doing and keep trying even when they fail; (2) social capital management, i.e.                 

organising events that are not directly seen as being productive but that contribute to bounding the                

social ties within communities members; and (3) ethical labour that enable communicative processes to              

unfold smoothly and the conflicts to be resolved in a peaceful manner. Even if these types of                 

contributions are often less visible and harder to quantify or qualify, there is a common belief that they                  

should be better accounted for when establishing the reputation of individual members. 
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2. Systems of rewards and strategies of sustainability 

Evidence corroborates a broad application of recognition and reward systems in CBPP.            

According to the statistical analysis of WP1, 61.6% of the CBPP communities we investigated has               

implemented a specific system of rewards: the most common being reputation, followed by power in               

community, with only a minority focusing on monetary types of rewards. This was confirmed by the                

empirical research, which revealed that, for most CBPP communities, reward systems related to             

extrinsic motivational factors (like business opportunities or money) are considered to be creating less              

value than those related to reputation or intrinsic motivation. 

Out of the test-bed communities, only WeMake has actually implemented a formal system of              

recognition and rewards. The other communities have only thought about it, some even started              

discussing it, but thus far no specific system has been put into place by any of them. WeMake’s reward                   

system is based on three different elements: (1) Access to machines, which can be bought in cash or in                   

credits (Candies) that are rewarded in relation to various contributions that each member has done for                

the community (tutorials, community management, etc.); (2) Medals or badges, assigned to people who              

contribute to the community with useful contributions; (3) Self-promotion: members often promote            

their own activities internally within the community, and externally on WeMake’s media channels and              

social networks, though this is tolerated only in so far as the promotional activity is related to a public                   

event or create knowledge that is relevant to the community. At OKFN, the community admitted not to                 

have thought much about the implementation of a reward system. None of the members ever explicitly                

requested, nor explicitly rejected the idea. Symba has mixed feelings about the establishment of a               

reward system within their own community. No one ever expressed a strong need for a reward system,                 

and people are afraid that some members might actually reject it.  

From the interviews with local communities, it emerged that there is a strong feeling amongst               

community members about their work not being globally recognized or appreciated enough. Both core              

members and contributors expressed the desire of received more recognition for their work and to be                

thanked for it. A properly designed system of rewards could lead users who contribute the most to be                  

more visible in the community (i.e. on the lists of top contributors) and to be rewarded accordingly. For                  

instance, a particular reward system could assign certain badges to people based on demonstrated skills               

or performed tasks (akin to the Wikipedia barnstars or the Peer to peer University badges). 

Beyond recognition, community members are also concerned about appreciation. Core          

members often believe that all the work they do is not actually being valued by the rest of the                   

community, while contributors would like more appreciation for their contributions by the community             

(and specially by the core members). This need could be resolved through a system of ‘thanks’ issued                 

directly by the community —as implemented recently within Wikipedia or Wikihow. 

Finally, reward systems can also be designed to modify the power relationships between             

individual members, by providing certain privileges (such as enhanced permissions, roles, access            

rights) based on the user’s contributions (cf. the karma system used in Slashdot, Stackoverflow).  
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3. Commons-based mutualisation 

Commons-based mutualisation refers to the extent to which the economic value generated by a              

particular community is redistributed (more or less equally) among the community members. Before             

analysing the different mechanisms for mutualisation, it is necessary to look at the different ways by                

which CBPP communities can make profits, both ex-ante, by means of grants or subventions or               

ex-post, by actually pushing a particular good or service onto the market. We will focus, in particular,                 

on the test-bed communities which have been examined through UNIMI’s ethnographic research. 

In terms of fundings, both OKFN and Symba share a similar scheme. Both projects have been                

financed by regional or state level institutions (region Ile -de-France for Symba, the Cultural Ministry               

for OKFN). Both projects highlight an ambivalence between the will to have an organization based on                

voluntary contributions, or an organisation that is operated by hired professionals who are paid for               

their work. Volunteering is considered more important for both organisations, as it shows a true               

commitment to the cause. Indeed, one of the founders of OKFN said that when they were financed to do                   

a project, he was worried about becoming a group that does things only when there are funds for it.                   

However, both also recognize that having a team of hired professionals will ensure a higher capacity to                 

be effective in the project and, ultimately, to actually fulfill the goals of the organization. WeMake’s                

business model is based selling services like tutorials and ‘experiences’ (e.g. team building) to              

third-party companies. Community members are looking for more consulting jobs, in terms of product              

development and R&D, but thus far they have realized only one such commission. External revenues               

also come from non-members paying for machine use. There is a lot of talk on European Projects and                  

Kickstarter as sources of fundings, but nothing concrete has been realized yet.  

In addition to the ways in which CBPP communities can get fundings, it is also interesting to                 

look at what can these communities do with the monetary value that they have at disposal, and how is                   

this money redistributed within the community. At OKFN, there is only one employee: the community               

manager. All other members of the organisation sustain themselves with their own day jobs, some               

attempt to live off the gift economy, while others rely on the generous allowance of the French welfare                  

state. With regard to Symba, out of the €50.000 that the community received to start their project,                 

€8.000 were allocated to pay a €2.000/month salary to Etienne, the founder. Etienne is not paying                

himself a salary anymore, because money is running short and he thinks that would be unfair in terms                  

of equality in the community.  

In terms of redistribution, these interviews suggest that, in some cases, participants would be              

more interested in reaching collectively a successful project rather than searching a personal benefit of               

their contribution. Indeed, the issues related to the monetization of the created output and monetary               

compensations are not generally appreciated by CBPP community members, who are afraid to run into               

the economic exploitation of the collective endeavour. The question has, thus far, only been addressed               

by the Symba community, which currently has 87 shareholders who bought at least 100 euros each of                 

“shares”. When (and if) the current plan is implemented, Symba will proceed to redistribute a               

minimum income scheme in Symba currency to all of its members. 
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Beyond the test-bed communities, similar feelings have been encountered in the CBPP            

ecosystem. According to the findings of P2PF survey, almost half of the respondents agree that               

collectively created output has an economic value in the market. However 50% of these same               

respondents affirmed that the output is currently not sold. When asked if, according to them, the                

output actually should be commercialized, 50% said that it should not (in fact, almost 30% of                

respondents totally disagree to monetize the collective created output), whereas almost 45% of             

respondent said that the output should, indeed, be commercialized and that the benefits should be               

redistributed either collectively to the community (25% of respondents) or individually to all             

community members (almost 20% of respondents). 

Hence, whenever the output created by the community could be potentially commercialized,            

(thus contributing to the overall economic sustainability of the community), members have to decide              

whether the monetary beneficiary of such commercial exploitation shall be the community or the              

individuals that contributed to producing that output. Distributing to the community the benefits             

derived from the commercialization of the collective outputs would help directly to the sustainability of               

the community whereas redistributing the benefits to the members might represent a way of rewarding               

individual contribution and indirectly also ensuring the sustainability of the community.  

More generally, the results of the survey indicate that community members have a small              

preference for a system of rewards based on individual contribution to the collective output (25% versus                

20%). If this were to be implemented, the P2Pvalue platform would need to track the quantity of work                  

(in terms of time, quantity, quality, or percentage of the final output) of each participant. Some                

variables could be collected automatically by the platform (time spent online, quantity of output, etc.),               

however in some cases the value of the variable should be agreed collectively. For instance, in the case                  

of rewarding individuals based on the quality of the work done, the platform should allow a peer-based                 

review system of the work done by the contributors. To distribute benefits proportionally among              

contributors, the P2Pvalue platform, apart from ensuring to clearly determine who is a member, would               

also have to track the different types of contributions to the collectively generated output. In this                

regard, some efforts have been made by the OVN community that is currently being used by CBPP                 

communities like Sensorica or Guerrilla Translation (for more details on these projects, see the CBPP               

database of the P2Pvalue project). 

To conclude, even though reward systems are actually designed to reward individual            

contributions, it appears that, in the CBPP ecosystem, there is a strong tendency to focus also on                 

collective rewards. The survey results show that independently of the type of community (online /               

offline or global / local), between 35% and 45% of respondents agreed that to achieve the collectively                 

created output and the collective mission are the most important types of value created by the                

community. In contrast, to monetize the collectively created output is not identified as an important               

precondition for sustainability. In 47% of the cases, there is no a specific consideration of individual                

effort. In these cases, the benefits are distributed either to the community (35%), or to all the members                  

in an equal manner (12%). In 21% of cases, the current benefits are distributed proportionally to                

members depending on their degree of contribution. 
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Legal considerations 

Forkability 

Forkability involves (1) forking the software and (2) replicating the content. The former requires free               

software licenses, so that the code can be derived and the platform can be replicated for another                 

purpose. The later requires free content licenses, so that the work already produced can be re-injected                

and reused in the new project, through data reproducibility. These two distinct requirements (forking              

the software and replicating the content) enable people to clone the project's resources and fork the                

community, in case of disagreement or simply because in search of greater simplicity in the               

management of distributed workflows on the same resources.  

Forkability is a feature that is diffused in CBPP. From the statistical analysis of UAB, we                

observed that 53% of the cases that we analyzed are potentially “forkable”, meaning that both the                

software and the content have free licenses. 41% of the analyzed communities have either the software                

or the content license free; while very few, 2% of the cases, have a proprietary exclusive license for both                   

software and content). Indeed, forks have nowadays become a default option in FLOSS development,              

with the success of the Git system (distributed revision control systems), as an architecture that better                

allows speed, data integrity and support for distributed, non-linear workflows. 

The P2Pvalue platform should thus embed the techno-legal instruments allowing for the            

project to split and continue elsewhere. It should allow users to “fork” the software and “replicate” the                 

content (insofar its license permits it), and continue to experiment on it in a separate realm. Ideally                 

forks can be merged back into the main branch (or any other for that purpose). Besides, as forking can                   

be complex for users to follow, a suitable visualization of branches should be included into the P2Pvalue                 

platform, such as is done in Github. 

 

Licensing 

Open licensing allows forking which has been identified as a necessary feature. The content will be able                 

to be ported to a new platform. The platform should be distributed under a free software license to allow                   

forking of the project which has been identified as a practical way to split and continue the work in case                    

of divergences within the community and needs to pursue the project in different directions reflecting               

different visions, without losing the commonly developed work. 

Some community members were preoccupied that the outcomes of their activity (mostly code,             

software projects, etc.) could be appropriated, either in part or in whole, by unauthorized market actors.                

For instance, WeMake —one of the most technology-oriented communities— expressed concern on the             

way their intellectual property, trade secrets and confidential information could be used (or misused) by               

others. Most of these communities were not interested in protecting their IP in the legal sense, but                 

rather to figure out ways to deposit their codes or design in platforms which are ‘trusted’. Interestingly,                 
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GitHub was (wrongly) understood as a potential safeguard against unauthorised use of information. It              

was regarded by many as one of the most suitable platforms for depositing software code, not only                 

because it provides its services for free, but also because of the considerable network effects that can be                  

derived from it. Most importantly, there was an (unsubstantiated) perception that —to the extent that               

the other platform users share similar values— they can be trusted not to misuse the code in ways that                   

would violate the copyright or otherwise impinge upon the interests of the original developers or               

community members. Overall, even though the communities did not express it explicitly (probably             

because they were not aware of the possible licensing schemes available to them), it seemed that they                 

were actually looking for a licensing scheme that would allow for their outputs of production to be                 

openly accessible, but only reusable by communities that share the same values as them. This can be                 

achieved through the use of Creative Commons licenses, with specific options such as Share-Alike,              

Non-Commercial, and No-Derivatives. But more specific needs in terms of values may go beyond these               

basic options and other licenses such as Peer Production Reciprocity schemes currently under             

development should be explored. 

In general, given our strong desire to accommodate diversity, while privileging and facilitating             

the adoption and flexible use of free licenses should be the distinctive default option of the P2Pvalue                 

platform, a policy should be studied and provided to manage cases that want to combine free and                 

exclusive licensing options (such as all-rights-reserved). 

Yet, the desire of accommodating diversity of FLOSS licences expressed by the communities             

should be mitigated by the fact that allowing the usage of different licenses may create legal                

incompatibilities and make forking difficult or impossible if it would require to. Therefore, a guideline               

identifying compatible licenses will be useful to orientate the choice towards licenses allowing the most               

downstream compatibility. 

While we want to clearly explain the opportunity offered by the public domain and the most                

open licenses, we do not want to promote only the most liberal licenses in order to accommodate                 

diversity. Especially, the opportunities to control downstream User Generated Content through copyleft            

and Non Commercial clauses should be supported. Even the All Rights Reserved Option should be               

proposed in order to not limit the contributions of such users. It will be the choice of the community at                    

the implementation of the federated node to decide which licenses to offer to its contributors, hoping                

they will reduce the choice to avoid incompatibilities. Tables of compatibility between open licensing              

schemes should be offered for both content (Dulong de Rosnay, 2010) and software to help               6 7

communities avoid choosing licenses which may accommodate a specific need they have, but reduce the               

ease of reusability of the output of the project and general forking. 

 

6 https://wiki.creativecommons.org/Wiki/cc_license_compatibility#License_Compatibility_Chart 
 
7 https://www.gnu.org/philosophy/licenselist.html 
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This additional burden and legal complexity is motivated by the fear of many communities to               

have their content reused by communities who do not share the same values. This can be interpreted as                  

a reluctance to authorise reuse of the content produced with commercial views (which would push for a                 

licence with the clause non-commercial to assure potential reusers would contact the initial community              

toward the definition of a profit sharing scheme, see economic rewards mechanism of Commons-based              

mutualisation or others) or non-ethical reuse (which would require a reciprocity licence). 

Licensing choices should be made early during the decision-making process and implemented            

as a feature in the registration so that contributors understand well the consequences of their choices                

and formally agree to release their contributions under the license selected at the beginning of the                

project. A disagreement on the choice of the license could itself lead to a fork and the start of a new                     

project. But the choice of a restrictive license would complicate the evolution of the project and make                 

the opportunity of forking more difficult. 
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